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MOTION FOR ELECTION TO THE CENTRAL 

ADVISORY BOARD OF EDUCATION 

THE MINISTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (SHRI ARJUN 

SINGH): Sir, I move the following Motion: 

That in pursuance of Paras 2 and 5(b) of the Ministry of Human Resource 

Development (Department of Secondary and Higher Education) Resolution No. 2-

24/93-PN.I dated the 6th July, 2004 read with item No. 5 (ii) of the Annexure 

thereto, this House do proceed to elect, in such manner as the Chairman may 

direct, one Member from among the Members of the House to be a Member of the 

Central Advisory Board of Education upto 5th July, 2007 against the vacancy 

caused due to retirement of Shri Balavant alias Bal Apte from the Membership of 

Rajya Sabha. 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 

__________ 

MOTION FOR ELECTION TO THE COURT OF THE 

UNIVERSITY OF DELHI 

THE MINISTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (SHRI ARJUN 

SINGH): Sir, I move the following Motion: 

That in pursuance of item (xix) of clause (1) of Statute 2 of the Statutes of the 

University of Delhi, read with section 43 of the Delhi University Act, 1922 (No. 8 of 

1922), this House do proceed to elect, in such manner as the Chairman may 

direct, one Member from among the Members of the House to be a Member of 

the Court of the University of Delhi in the vacancy caused by the retirement of Shri 

Arun Jaitley from the Membership of Rajya Sabha on the 2nd April, 2006. 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 

________ 

RE. DEMAND FOR DISCUSSION ON DODA KILLINGS—Contd. 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: Sir, my submissions were interrupted and I couldn't 

complete.. .(Interruptions)... 

SHRI JANARDHANAPOOJARY(Karnataka): Sir, I have a point of order 

...(Interruptions)...238 A. ...(Interruptions)... In the course of his speech, when 

you were not in the Chair, the hon. Leader of Opposition made a remark 

against me when I made a submission saying that the matter could be taken 

up after 12 o'clock and we are also going to condemn. 
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Then, he made a remark saying that a member from Kamataka—referring to me* 

Now, while speaking against hon. Member or Members, can I make a 

statement saying that they suffer from*? And, if that is so, Sir, either I should 

be sent for medical examination. If there is a case ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I will look into the records...(Interruptions)... I will 

look into it. 

SHRI JANARDHANA .POOJARY: No, Sir, looking into the record is not 

sufficient. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I have to give a ruling. So, I have to examine. 

SHRI JANRADHANA POOJARY: Sir, Secretary-General was 

there...(Interruptions)... Everybody has heard it. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I was not sitting in the Chair. I have to examine 

it. You have brought it to the notice of the Chair. You have raised a point of order. 

You need a rulling. I will do ft...(Interruptions)... You have raised a point of order. 

..(Interruptions)... Mr. Hariprasad... (Interruptions). 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir, we want a ruling from you. Then, he can 

make a submission here. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: See, Mr. Janardhana Poojary has rasied a point of 

order. He has brought it to the notice of the Chair that certain words were used 

against him. I was not sitting in the Chair at that time. I will examine and will take 

a decision on it. Please ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: Because whatever submission I had to make, or have 

to make, has been the victim of frequent Interruptions. Very briefly, I will 

encapsulate what it is that I have submitted. Because what I said, Sir, was that 

what we are witnessing in Doda earlier and recently—I am not going into the 

details of the incidents—it is the larger dimension of what we are faced with, and 

I do submit, and I submit with all seriousness, that what we are confronted today is 

the simultaneous challenge of four factors—it is of genocide; it is of ethnic 

cleansing; it is of the assault of terrorism; and when confronted with this, it is 

combined with the attitude of both, the State and the Central Government. And, it 

is in the context I had submitted, Sir, and I reiterate my request that considering 

the importance of the subject, considering the issues that I have highlighted and 

considering also that as a House befitting equal status in consideration, 

*Expunged as ordered by the Chair. 
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that the debate be attended and responded to either by the Leader of the House, 

or by the hon. the Home Minsiter, or certainly by Mr. Pranab Mukherjee. I do 

not think we make an unreasonable demand on the Government by so 

requesting, though it is possible that I can also make a request that consultation 

with the Government and Ministers of the Government are best held outside of 

the House, and not within the House as the Ministers transit through the gallery. 

(Interruptions) Now, I had also then said, Sir, that it is entirely possible that some on 

the Treasury Benches, as has been evidenced by their conduct, are disinclined to 

stand up and do what the fight against terrorism requires us to 

do...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please, the Leader of the Opposition is 

speaking. 

SHRI PRAVEEN RASHTRAPAL (Gujarat): He is telling what.. 

.(Interruptions). 

��  �"�!�"�# : ,� %)�/� �...(%
&��)... %)�/�, %)�/� �...(%
&��) ... Rashtrapalji, ,� 
%)�/� � please, let us maintain order. The Leader of the Opposition is speaking. 

Please listen to him. 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: It is also possible, Sir, that you are so disinclined 

to stand up and even protest at what is happening in Doda, against evidence, 

because victims of this barbarous act are those who subscribe to the Sanatan 

thought, or to the Vedic Dharm, or who are proud to call themselves and be 

called 'Hindu'. If that is why, you are not protesting.. .(Interruptions)... 

�� �"�!�"�# :  ,��	 �% %��	 ,�'	, :� �f ,� %����'� �...(%
&��)... ,��� �� 
�ह� ह�. �% ��	 %�� ��ह�'� �...(%
&��)... 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: It would be, for us, Sir, a very great loss, as India. Of 

course, there could also be some who secretly delight that because it was a BJP 

dharna that has been attacked and because it is BJP workers that have been killed or 

maimed or injured, therefore, why to protest about it at all. Why do I say this, Sir? I 

say this, again in great pain, because of what the hon. the Chief Minister has 

said— I will not cite it; I am sure subsequent speakers will cite it—and the fact that 

the hon. Home Minister has not found it fit to yet visit Doda even once. It is a 

major tragedy that has taken place. It is an attack upon India and I do believe that 

amongst the responsibilities that the hon. Home Minister carries is the responsibility 

to, at least, go at the venue and examine for himself as to what has 
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happened. And, why did we ask for a discussion, Sir, is because, in all this 

attitude that the hon. Home Minister demostrates—what I can only call, 'patrified to 

good ness'!— he is perpetually bewildered by which stand he should take on the one 

hand or on the other. Now, terrorism does not provide us with that kind of leeway. 

And the stand has to be taken every time and each time, and, resolutely, and, if the 

principal sword arm of the Government, which is the Home Ministry and the Home 

Minister is itself blunt or confused or unable to decide what is to be done, then, we 

will, Sir, 

In 1994, the BJP adopted a Resolution cautioning the Government—of what is 

taking place now—of what had earlier happened in the Valley by way of the 

eviction of the Pundits from the Valley resultingl in an 'ethnic cleansing', which is 

what is being reflected in Kishtwar, in Bhadarwah, in Doda. If you hesitate to show 

this or say all this only because those that are being evicted, alongwith being 

citizens of this country, are Hindu, then please don't do this, and, whoever speaks 

from the Treasury Benches, I appeal to them to please bear this in mind because 

this is a very strong sentiment that prevails there and because there is ethnic 

cleansing threat, and. that is wny we raised this question, Sir. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Please don't say, one community or religion. Say, 

'Indians' The people that were killed were Indians. (Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr Narayanasamy, please ...(Interruptions). Allow the 

Leader of the Opposition... (Interruptions). 

�� �
� )� ��� E"�F� (3����#) : �ह��= ��  �� �� घ%���� (�8 ह� ? ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: Why is this kind of attitude... (Interruptions)... 

��. �!� -�)� � (���9A�� ) : 0 ��'8 � ...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ह5, �ह ,� %����'� �N�� �	, �% ,��� �f ,�'�. �% ,� %����'� � 
...(%
&��) ... ह5...ह5 ...(%
&��)... N�� �	 ... (%
&��).. 

��. �!� -�)� � : 0�� �	A4 ��]	 ���� '�, 0�� ��' ��-A���� ह� '�, �% 0�	 ����� � : 
$ह��@= ��  ��� (�� ���� ?  

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� ����. ���	 %�� ���� �...(%
&��)... ���7�, �'� ,� %��� +�ह�	 ह�, 
�� ,� �H� %����'� , ���� ��	 �� �� %��� +�ह�� ह� , :�� %��� �	��� � ,� �% 
%��� +�ह&'	 , �% �H� %����'� � ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI V NARAYANASAMY: Sir, let them not communalise the debate. 

(Interruptions) 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr Narayanasamy, please. .(Interruptions)... Please.. 

(Interruptions)... You have brought ...(Interruptions)... Mr Narayanasamy, the 

debate has been ...(Interruptions)... No Member will say what the other Member 

wants. He wants to say what he wants to say to the House. So, 

please...(Interruptions). 

SHRI RAASHID ALVI (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, that is against the Constitution. 

...(Interruptions). How can they be allowed? ...(Interruptions) 

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� g�� %)�/�... �I�	 ��ह% g�� %)�/� � 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, the matter is not ...(Interruptions)... 

MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Narayanasamy this is not correct. 

(Interruptions). Please, Mr. Naranasamy, please. Allow the Leader of the 

Opposition to make his submission. Then you counter it. 

�� �"�!�"�# : ���B �	, ,� %)�/� ...���7�, �� :�� �� %�� �ह� ह1= . �� ,��� �	 �ह5 
%��1'�= � 

Please sit down. Let us raise the level of debate. (Interruptions) Please. 

SHRI JASWANT SINGH: Sir, in this attitude, let me submit—I will conclude 

very briefly because our principal speaker will, no doubt, cover these issues—with 

whatever understanding I have of the issues involved, that in all this attitude, there 

is a great disservice to India. There is, of course, and I say this again with pain, a 

patent dereliction of duty on the part of the Government of India as also the 

Government of Jammu and Kashmir. 

I have a word, Sir, for the Prime Minister, just two words. May I remind the hon. 

the Prime Minister that his own National Security Adviser reports and the reports of 

the NSA to the Prime Minister have said precisely what I am saying? You don't have 

to berate me for what the present Government's NSA is saying. The NSA is not 

fighting shy of calling the classification of the citizens by whatever they are. That is a 

reality that we face in the State of Jammu and Kashmir. Under the guise of this very 

false secular run that you like to project for the sake of votes, don't turn the entire 

debate on the challenge in Jammu and Kashmir on its head. And, a word to the 

Prime Minister, Sir, a word to the Prime Minister, that beyond a certain point, 

please, Mr. Prime Minister, recognise that.* If the Prime Minister of my country 

continues to remain silent on the challenging issues of the day, then, that is a 

great disservice to the office that he holds and the responsibility that he has* 

And, therefore, Sir, I appeal that for the sake of the issues that I have submitted 

here, if there are these four issues—the 

*Expunged as ordered by the Chair. 
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Treasury Benches could well say these are not the issues and they could try and 

convince us—if it is genocide that we face and if it is an ethnic cleansing and if it is the 

assault of terrorism that we are facing in there and if it is the whole question of the 

conduct of the Governments of India as also of the State and it is vital, in fact, 

mandatory, Sir, I appeal to you and the Chair, that, at least, one of the three, from 

the Government, mindful of the importance of the discussion, be present here. That is 

all the entire issue. Now, it is for you to grant us a discussion and for the discussion 

to commence. 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir, I want to raise a point of order. He has 

used the word.* I would like to know whether it is a Parliamentary word. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I will see...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: No, no. ...(Interruptions)... Sir, what is this? 

He is here. Let him say that ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: There is a procedure. I will look into it. 

...(Interruptions)... I will definitely look into it. And, if it is unparliamentary, I will 

remove it. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: You can ask him whether he has used the 

word or not. Against the Prime Minister, he is using that word. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI PRAVEEN RASHTRAPAL: Silence cannot be compared 

...(Interruptions).. Mahatma Gandhi ...(Interruptions)... 

MR.DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I will look into ...(Interruptions).. ,� %)�/� 
�...(%
&��)... ,� %)�/� � ���B �	 , ,� %)�/� � ,� %)�/� �...(%
&��)... ,lt will not go  on 

record. Nothing will go on record ...(Interruptions)...0M� �� %�� ��& �� :M� �� %�� ��& 
...(%
&��)... 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir, he is using the word against the Prime 

Minister...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Janardhana Poojaryji ...(Interruptions)... Yes, 

what do you want to say? 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir, I want to know whether it is going on 

record. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I said I would look into it. If it is 

unparliamentary, if it is indecent, I will look into it. That us what I said. 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Now, Sir, what will happen tomorrow if 

...(Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Janardhana Poojary, so many hon. 

Members object, if the Chair goes on taking... (Interruptions) 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir, tomorrow what will happen if 
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...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN. Nothing will happen. Please, sit down. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir, the Prime Minister of the country. 

.(Interruptions) Is this way to...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is the duty of every one of us to protect the 

honour of the Prime Minster. Don't think that others...(Interruptions)... Everybody has 

to protect the honour of the Prime Minister. He is the Prime Minister of the country. 

His honour will be protected. It will be done. 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: Sir, that is what I am submitting. 

(Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please, sit down. You cannot insist the Chair to 

immediately take a decision. I have promised that I will look into it. And that a 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY:Sir, you heard it. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: There are certain procedures. There are cetain 

procedures. I am bound to follow those procedures. Please, ... (Interruptions). . 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: The word * is an unparliamentary word. 

MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am looking into it. (Interruptions) We are 

examining it. 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA (Jharkhand): Sir, where is the response of the 

Government? Sir, who is responding on behalf of the Government? 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Nobody.(Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: There is a Cabinet Minister. (Interruptions) ��-��=� 
�� �ह� ह�...(%
&��)... .. Please, sit down. (Interruptions) The Minister is 

responding. (Interruptions) You just asked me who was responding on behalf of 

the Government. (Interruptions) I am asking the Government to respond. 

�� ��� � "7C�� : :������� �	, �ह�= �� Rule position �� ���� ह�,�2 %�� �� �& �ह 
G��-A� �	 '2 ह) �� "Any Minister can take down the notes when the discusion is 

taking place of any Department", �ह G��-A� �2 %�� �	 '2 ह� ���� �� 0�� ��� 
����� +�ह�� ह1= �� �% ��h\��� �	 ��  �����iB �� NM��=]	 �	 

*Expunged as ordered by the Chair. 
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����F��2 ��� A�, �� 0��  ���4��� �& �=]	 �	 � ��F��2 ���� A� � �	 ����� ��j	 �	 �ह�= �) �%�� 
���-�� ��  H� �& �?�1� ह� , �� �� �� �ह� ह�, :� ह�:� �& '>ह�=]	 �	 �?�1� ह�, �ह�= ���-�� !" 
-��� "3� ह�� �"� ��4 �?�1� ह� � �)�� �� �� ���� '�� ह), ��F��2 ��  ��� '>ह �=]	 �	 0� �� �& 
:�X-A� ह8'� ...(%
&��)... 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
�	� : NM��=]	 �ह�= ह� ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU (Karnataka): Sir, this is not an issue of routine 
Department discussion; it is a very important and emotive issue concerning 
...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��� � "7C�� : ह�=, �� ��� H� ��  �ह� ,� objection �� �ह� ह� , �ह %�� �	��� �� ��  Kaul & 

Shakdher  � 0� ह�:� �& ��� – ��� ��, ��' – ��' �8 rilings :�� ह���� �� �ह� ह1= 
...(%
&��)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You see it is for the Government to decide 
.(Interruptions)... 

It is for the Government to decide {Interruptions)... 

�� ��� � "7C�� : ,� ��� H� ��  �ह� objection �� �ह� ह� �� concerned Minister �� �ह� 
+��ह�, �ह H� ��.� %�� �	��� ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Where is the Prime Minister? ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��� � "7C�� : ��, 0�	 ��i� �� ����� ह� �ह� ह�..(%
&��)... 0��  ��-� ���X*+� ��& �� 
�� %�� –%�� �� objection ह5 ��&'� ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Sir, there are three people, namely, the Defence 
Minister, the Prime Minister, and the Home Minister. Any one of them can 
come...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��.��. �ह	�
��	� : %���0� NM��=]	 �	 �� ...(%
&��)... 

�� ��� � "7C�� : �ह�� ��� �	��� �� �19� �� (�� G��-A� �	 ह� �"� %�� �& �� �1��� �ह&'� 
ह� ...(%
&��) ... 

�� �"�!�"�# : �� %�� �ह� ह1= , �� %��1='� ...(%
&��)...  

�� ��� � "7C�� : �ह�� ,� :�� �1�9� (�� ह�'� 0� ��i� �& ...(%
&��)...  

�� EG����F "��F ( �4��� ) : �ह�� �1��� �� %�� ��� ...(%
&��)... 

�� �� .��.�ह	�
��	� : �ह ��h\ �	 ���S� �� ���� ह� ...(%
&��)... �ह ��h\ �	  
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���S� �� ���� ह�...(%
&��)... 

THE MINISTER OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT (SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY): Mr. 

Deputy Chairman, Sir, can I make a submission? ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You have made a request that some Minister 

...(Interruptions). ..They have the Government Business ...(Interruptions)... They know 

...(Interruptions).. 

�� ��� � "7C�� : �� ��' 0� ��i� �� ++W ह5 +�ह�� ह�, �� �� �� Obstruction. �)�� ��� 
+�ह�� ह�, 0���� �� ��2  ��2 %ह�� P1 =P� +�ह�& ह)...(%
&��)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: As far as the Rules of this House are concerned, I 

can insist that a Cabinet Minister should be there. . (Interruptions)... But you are 

making a demand that the Prime Minister or the Leader of the Lok Sabha or the 

Home Minister should come. 

(Interruptions)... It is for the Government to decide ...(Interruptions)... I cannot 

give direction. ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��� � "7C�� : :������� �	 , ,� �� �& �ह G��-A� �� �	��� �� ��� ��i� �� ++W ह� 
ह���� :��� �=]	 �ह�= �ह� ���  � ����� precedent ��7 �	���  � NDA ��  ���4�� ��  
precedents �	 ��7 �	��� ...(%
&��)... �� 0� ��i� �� ++W ह	 ह5 +�ह�� ह� ...(%
&��)... �ह 
+��4 ���� ��� ह), ,� �ह& �� �� 0�� �� ��  ��� �� �7 ���� ह1= �� 0��  ���4��� �& ����  �&  
 ���	 घ��=� ह�2 A5 ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Sir, umpteen number of times, we also quoted 

Rule positions ....(Interruptions) ... On wide range of issues ...(Interruptions) ... in 

this very House. The Prime Minister was called a number of times. 

...(Interruptions)... What has happened? ...(Interruptions) 

I can quote the Chair. The Prime Minister was called. The House was 

adjourned ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The only problem is that the same subject is being 

discussed in both the Houses. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: It must be the same rule which has to be followed. 

...(Interruptions)... 

�� ����
 ��: ( �ह���HI ): �=]	 �	 :� ह�:� �& ,���B	 �	 ��  ���� �� ���% �� �ह� ह� 
...(%
&��)... 
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�� �"�!�"�# : MOS Home �� 9 �ह� +�ह�� ह�...(%
&��)... 

3Jह ��?�	 �( ��@ ��?� ( �� ���)�� ���
�	 ) : �ह 'K�	� ��i� ह) @� 0�	 ��i� �� ��� 
��� �& �	 ����� +� �ह �ह� ह) � ह���� ��	� �) �%�� �=]	 ��� ��� �& 0� ����� �� ��' �� 
�ह� ह�....(%
&��)... �� �ह�= �� %)/� ह1=. ह����  ,��B	� ����� ��j	 ��ह% %)/� ह� �� �) �%�� ���-�� ह� 
,��B	� �+�K%�� ��ह% %)/& ह� ...(%
&��) ... 

�� �"�!�"�# : "�0�=� ���-�� �� ���� ��0� ...(%
&��) ... Finannce Minister is there 

�� ��� � "7C�� : �ह 0�� ��7  �ह� ह� ...(%
&��) ... 

�� ���)�� ���
�	 : ��, 0�	 ��i� ��  �ह�= �	 ����� +� �ह� ह� ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, the Ministers are here and they are taking note for 
the hon. Home Minister to come and reply. ...(Interruptions)... What point of order? 
...(Interruptions)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ����� ��j	 ��ह% �� 9 �ह� +�ह�& ह� ...(%
&��)... 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� :  ��, ���� F��0=� !" !�4� ह�...(%
&��) ...���� G��-A� �� N* �ह ह) 
��...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� %)�/� �, ...(%
&��) ... G��-A� �� N* ह). ,� %)�/�  ...(%
&��)... 
Let the House be ordered. (Interruptions) 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : F�	�...(%
&��)... I am rising on a point of order (Interruptions) 

��, ���� F��0=� !" ,�4� �ह ह� �� ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: You are not serious about the issue. 
...(Interruptions)... 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : %��� �� �	��� ...(%
&��) ��, F��0=� !" !�4� �� �� ��@�	 � �	 
...(%
&��)... ��, ���� F��0=� !" !�4� �ह ह) �� �ह �� �� ���S �	 ...(%
&��) ...F�	� 
...(%
&��) ... �ह �� �� ���S �	 ��=' �� ���� ह5 ह), �ह �� �	  '���� �� N* ह� � �% �=�� 
�ह�� ह�, �� :��& ��8 ��  � ��h\��� ��� �� �=�� %�	 ह� � ,� ��� ���  � ��k� ��� 
��8 �& 0�	 ��i� �� ++W ह� �ह	  ह� � 0���� �% ��� ���S 7<� ह�� A�  � :#ह8� �ह ��=' �7	 A	 
�� 0� �� ���#� ++W ���2 ���, �� �ह ��+�� ह�� �� '>ह �=]	 �ह�= �� G�-� ह� ���� ह�. :#ह8� �ह 
�ह� A� �� �'� '>ह �=]	 �ह�= G�-� ह�. �� �S� �=]	 �� NM� �=]	 �& �� �ह�= , ��J= � ��, 0� ,� 
�� %)/� ह�� ,���  ���, �ह ह���	 ��=' ह5 ह�, �ह �1�	 �� �� ���, �� :M� %)/� ��' ह), :��  ��� 
�	 ह� �� ��8 ��8  
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�& �% ++W +� �ह	 ह), �'� '>ह �=]	 �ह�= G�-� ह� , �� �S� �=]	 �ह�= , ���= , �'� �S� �=]	 �ह�= �� 
��  ��� ह�. �� ��� ��  H� �& �l�4�&� ��� �� ���� ह�, �� '>ह�=]	 �ह�= , ���= ...(%
&��)...  � 
�'� '>ह �=]	  � ���, �� �& �ह�= ह5 , ���� ...(%
&��)... �� NM��=]	 �ह�= , ���= 
...(%
&��).. 

�� �"�!�"�# : %�� �� ह� '2 ह�...(%
&��)...���7�, �ह�= �� H$�' ह)...(%
&��)... 

�� ��2�� 9
��� : �	8  �& �� �� �	 �	 ���X-A�� �& ��k� ��� �& ++W +��  � �	8 ��  �	8 
��� ��� �& ������� ह8, �ह �� �	 '���� �� N* ह� � 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You see, to keep up the dignity of the House, there is a 
ruling. I will just like to read the ruling. (Interruptions) 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : ह��� k���� ,��� 0� �� ,�XR ह�	 +�ह� � �=��	� ���4 �=]	 �� �ह� 
+��ह� �� �	8 �& �� �� �� �ह�= �H� ���� ���, �% ++W ��H ह�'	 � 

SHRI  S.  JAIPAL REDDY:  Sir,  may I make a submission? ..(Interruptions)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : �� �) �%�� ���-�� ह�...(%
&��)... 

SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Sir, I am making a procedural submission, 
..(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is why I want ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��
 ��)� ���� : ��, ��9�	 %�� ��	� �	 ����� �& ���	 %�� %��� ह5 ���� '�� A� 
...(%
&��)... 
MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am reading an earlier ruling of the Chairfor making the 

point clear. ..(Interruptions)... No, he is a Cabinet Minister. 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD: Sir, the issue does not concern his Department. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: How can I say that? ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD (Bihar): Sir, the issue does not concern him. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Sir, I am making a procedural submission. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am reading a ruling of the Chair. The Chair has said, 

"Honourable Members, I share the concern of the hon. House. I have been present since 

morning and this question has been raised three  
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or four times. It is with a sense of propriety and duty that I will have to tell the 

Parliamentary Affairs Minister that this House should not be ignored and at least 

one Cabinet Minister should be present here at all the times. This may be taken as 

a ruling from the Chair." That is what I am saying ...(Interruptions)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� � ��� �30=� �7� , �% ����� �ह�	 ह) �� �ह�= ��-�� +� �ह� ह� � 
�'� 0�	 ���-�� �� %���0� , �ह �� +��� H� ह5 �� ���	 � 

SHRI SURESH PACHOURI: Sir, under which rule is he raising the objection 
��, �� ,� �� ��m���1�4� ��� +�ह�� ह1=? J�	 ह5 ह) �� �)n�=��� %�� �� �	 ���  � H� 
�� ह����  ���� ��� ���,J�� �2 N��	�&6� �ह� ह� �� ��� ����� �� %ह� ह�2 ह� ,  :� ����� 
�� �1��� ...(%
&��) ...ह5 �� ��� �� �� ��� A� �� �% :� ह�D� �& ...(%
&��)... �ह �� 
�� ��� A� �� ��8 �� ++W �� ��� ��' –��' �� ह� � 
...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, he cannot raise an issue without the 

permission of the Chair ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, you have quoted pages 272 and 273, if I am 

correct. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I read out rule 274. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: What is the ruling number? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Ruling No. is 393. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, this is about a Motion of Thanks on President's 

Address. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Whatever it may be. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, there is a difference of heaven and earth between 

the Motion of Thanks and this issue. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Show me a ruling ...(Interruptions)... When a 

discussion with regard to a particular department is taking place, the Minister 

concerned has to be present. I am not denying that fact. But, the question is, they 

have made a request when the discussion is going on ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: Sir, this is altogether a different situation 

...(Interruptions)... 
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�� ��� � "7C�� : ��, �% ��h\��� �	 ��  �����iB �)�� �हZ��1B4 ��i� �� 0� �� 
�& ++W ह��	 ह) �� :� �� ��F��� NM� �=]	 �	 n��� ���� ���� ह), 0 ��  ���4��� �& �� :� �� 
0 ��  NM� �=]	 �� :R� ��� ह5 ,� A� � 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The House is adjourned till 1.00 P.M. 

The House then adjourned at thirty-seven minutes past twelve of the 

clock. 

The House reassembled at one of the clock, 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, Mr. Janardhana Poojary has 

raised two issues in the morning. One is that the word * has been used during the 

time of discussion. I have examined it. It will be expunged from the proceedings of 

the House. Another thing is, the hon. Leader of the Opposition, while speaking, has 

said that * That is also unparliamentary ...(Interruptions)... I have examined it. I 

have examined it. Only after examination, I am saying. I have seen; it is 

unparliamentary. So, it is removed from the record. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: What about *? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is not in good taste. 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: The word * is not in good taste! ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Any how, the Chair has, after examination, given the 

ruling. That is all. Now, the discussion on ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��.��. �ह	�
��	� :  ��, ह� ��'8 � ��%ह �ह ��=' �	 A	 �� �� �� NM� �=]	 �� '>ह 
�=]	 �� �S� �=]	 , 0 �	8 �& �� ��2, �ह�= �� �& :�X-A� �ह& � ...(%
&��)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I cannot say. ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��.��. �ह	�
��	� :  �� �� ���� ���='� ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI PRASANTA CHATERJEE (West Bengal): Sir, I have to also speak on this 

issue. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: The Minister of your choice is not coming, Mr. 

Ahluwalia. ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� :  �� �� ���� ���='�  �  ह	 ��k� ��� �& ,�='�, �ह �) �� +��'� 
? ...(%
&��)...�ह �) �� +��'� ? ...(%
&��)... 

*Expunged as ordered by the Chair. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We have allowed the discussion. The discussion 

should go on. 'Which Minister should reply' is for the Government to decide. 

...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��.��. �ह	�
��	� : ��,  �� ���� ���='� ...(%
&��) ... �ह�= 25 ,��	 ���� '� 
...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� �ह %�� ��-�� �& ��ह� � ! ...(%
&��)... 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : ��o��� �� �K�1��	 ��  25 ,��	 ���� '� 0���  %�� �ह�= �� �	 ��� 
��  ��� ह5 ,�='� , �ह �) �	 %�� ह� ? ...(%
&��) 

SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA (Rajasthan): The House should run by his order, 

not by your order. ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : �ह �) �	 %�� ह� ? ...(%
&��)... ��, ,� �> ��� :#ह& �����(� �� 
�� ...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�" �# : ���7� � ��.@. �� %�� �ह� ह�, ,� :�	 %�� �� ���� �...(%
&��)... 

�� ��.��.�ह	�
�	� : ��, :�	 %�� (�� ��&'�...(%
&��)... ह�� �� ��=' �7	 
ह�...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : (�8 ? ,� '�4�&� �	 %�� ह5 ��&'�,�� ����	 %�� ��&'� ? ...(%
&��)... 
SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA: They only want to create trouble and walk out. 

...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��.��.�ह	�
��	�: ��, (�� �� ���� '� ? ...(%
&��)... (�� �� ���� '� ? ...(%
&��)... 

�) ����� ��9: ��, '����� �& ...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ���7�, ��	 ���� �� %�� ह� �ह	 ह� � ���� ��  %�� �ह �1�9�'� � ...(%
&��)... 
SHRI SANTOSH BAGRODIA: Their intention is not good. ...(Interruptions)... 

The House should not run by your order. ...(Interruptions)... 

3Jह ��?�	 �( ��@ ��?� ( �� �� �)�� ���
�	 ) : ��, 0�	 ��i� �� �ह�= �� �	 ��-�� 
+� �ह� ह� � ...(%
&��)...��	� ह�� ���-�� �ह�p %)/�  ह� � ...(%
&��).. ह���� �� –�� �) �%�� 
���-�� ...(%
&��)...  
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�� �"�!�"�# : ,�� �ह� �� Government has made its point very clear 

...(Interruptions)... ��-�� ��� ह�,�� �	��� � ...(%
&��)...  

�� ���)�� ���
�	 : ��,�� ,��� ,*�-� ��� +�ह�� ह1= �� 0� ��i� �� ��F��2 �� 
��	� '>ह �=]	 �	 ह	 ह8'� � ...(%
&��)... ह� 0��  N����� �� ...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ��F��2 �� '>ह �=]	 �&'� � ...(%
&��)... ह� �f �ह ह��� ह) �� �% ��-�� 
ह��� ह� �� ��2 �	 �) �%�� ���-�� ...(%
&��)... ��� H� �q�  � ,��� H$�' �	 %��2 �� 
�� �) �%�� ���-�� �� �� �	��� ���-�� �� �ह� �H�	 ह� � Government has 

maintained that. There are more than two Cabinet Ministers sitting over here. �% 
��-�� ��H ह�'�, �� �6� �&'� � ��F��2 �� ह�� ���-�� �&'�, �� �ह �ह� ह� �...(%
&��)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: The Minister of State is also here. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: Sir, please listen to me for a minute. Sir, there have 

been numerous occasions in this House, and also in the other, where simultaneously, 

the same subject has been discussed, and whoever is the Minister in-charge or the 

rest of the Government, they have been hard pressed to be present in both 

Houses. We are aware of it because we have also served on the Treasury 

Benches. There have been debates on the Budget, there have been debates on 

Home Ministry's issues, there have been debates on other Ministry's issues. What 

does the Government of-the-day do? The Government of-the-day arranges it in 

such a manner that the most important speeches are heard by the Ministers 

concerned. I remember, Sir, personally that when, for instance, Dr. Manmohan 

Singh or Mr. Pranab Mukherjee was speaking on the Budget, I made sure, even if 

the discussion was going on in the Lok Sabha, to be present to listen to their 

speeches. Okay. Now, this is a matter of courtesy. What you are saying, Sir, is 

absolutely right that in terms of the rules, in terms of your rulings, that a senior 

Cabinet Minister is present or that two Cabinet Ministers are present. That is fine. 

But this is a demand, this is a request which was made by the Leader of the 

Opposition. Right in the beginning, at 11 o'clock, when he raised this issue, he had 

mentioned this point. 

The Government had enough time to arrange its Ministers in such a manner 

that one of the three could be present here to listen to what 
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Dr. Murli Manohar Joshi has to say. This is what courtesy demands. The 

Government is just being plain and simply discourteous to the Opposition in 

resisting this demand. (Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Jaipal Reddy wants to reply. (Interruptions)... 

SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Sir, the hon. Member, Yashwant Sinhaji, made 

a few points to which I wish to respond. First, the Leader of the Opposition 

said that one of the three should respond to the debate. He was reasonable 

enough to say that one of the three should respond to the debate. I repeat 

that he did not say that one of the three should be present throughout the 

debate. (Interruptions) ........ 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: It is not true. (Interruptions)... 

SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: No. Please check up the record. (Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: You call for the record. He said, "attend to." It was said 

in the morning itself. (Interruptions) 

�� �"�!�"�# : ���7�, �ह �ह	 %�� ह5 ह� � ...(%
&��)... ���7�, ��� ,��� �	 ��� �% 
���-�� %�� �ह� ह�� ...(%
&��)... �ह /	� ह5 ह� � ...(%
&��) ... ,� %)�/� � ...(%
&��)...���B 
�	, %) �/� ,� � ...(%
&��)... ���7� , �� �=]	 ,a sinior Minister is intervening 

.(Interrution) ,� 0=���	 �� ���� ह�, �� (�� �� 0=���	 ह5 �� ���� ? �ह %�� �ह	 ह5 ह� 

...(%
&��) ... ������ �	, ,� %)�/� �...(%
&��)... ह5 ,ह5 � ,� %)�/� �...(%
&��)... 

�� �
� )�<�� : ��, �ह ��� �	 ���S� �� ���� ह� � ... (%
&��) ... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ���7�, ,� J�� (�8 �� �ह� ह� ? ���-�� %�� �ह� ह�, ,� %��� ह5 �� �ह� ह� 
:��  � ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Such a parallel cannot be drawn. (Interruptions)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� +�ह�� (��  ह� ? ��0� �ह�= �	� �� � ...(%
&��) ... ,� ���7�, �ह 
�ह	 ह5 ह� �...(%
&��)... 

SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: It surely shows that the BJP is not interested in the 

discussion. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The hon. Minister, Mr. Jaipal Reddy, is making 

his submissions. ...(Interruptions)... �'� �� ,��� %��� ह5 �&'�, 
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�� �) �� +��'� ?...(%
&��) ... The Minister is making his submissions. 

(Interruptions)... He wants to say something. (Interruptions)... He wants to 
intervene. (Interruptions)... ,� 0=���	 �� ���� ह�. �� �ह (�8 ह5 �� ����  ? 
...(%
&��)... 

�� EG����F "��F : �����ह	 �& ...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� %)�/�.  � ,���  �	�� �� %�� ��&'�� ...(%
&��)... 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : �=]	 �	, ,� ��	 %�� 7Z� �� �& �...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : �+?�	 �	 �� 9 %��� +�ह�� ह� � ��i�� �	, F�	� �...(%
&��)... 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : �=]	 �	, (�� ,�� ��	 %�� 7Z� �� �	 ?  

�� �"�!�"�# : ह5 ह5 ��	 7Z� ह5 �� � 

SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: I have not completed. 

�� ��2�� 9
��� : ,� ��	 %�� 7Z� �� �	��� �...(%
&��)...  I am not asking you 

to yield. You please complete. Then I will speak. 

SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: Sir, there was a contradiction between the position 

taken by Jaswant Singhji and the position taken by Sushmaji. Jaswant Singhji 

wanted that one of the three should respond to the debate, whereas Sushmaji 

insisted upon the attendance of one of the three even throughout the debate. 

Secondly, Shri Yashwant Sinha said about the arrangements that used to be 

made during the debate on the Budget. I hope he appreciates the distinction 

between the leisurely debate on the Budget and this urgent discussion. The Home 

Minister is speaking there. He can't come. The Minister of State for Home Affairs is 

taking notes and the Union Home Minister will reply to the debate in this House. 

In the meantime, the debate must go on. Thirdly and most importantly, all sides are 

equally exercised over the gravity of what happened in Doda. Having regard to the 

gravity of that occasion, let us, therefore, discuss the issue. (Interruptions)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: You went to Doda from the Government side. 

(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY: We have the Minister of State for Home Affairs here. 

(Interruptions)... 
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�� �"�!�"�# : �	 ����� �+?�	 �  
 

 ���#� ��2�� 9
��� : ��, ,�� �ह� A�, ����� �	 %�� �&, �"� �� %��1='	 � ��, 
����� �	 � �� %��& �ह5 ह� � �ह�� �� :#ह8� �ह� �� ���#� $�ह �	 � ��=' �� �� �ह �	 ���% 
��� ��  ��� �ह , ���=  � ��i�� �	 �ह �ह	 ह� �� ह5 �ह %ह� �& �	 ,�= ��ह %�� ��� ,� �& 
�%I�� � �r�8 �� ��� ह� � ,� ���3�4 :/� �	���, �� �Y� 0-����� ��� A� ���#� $�ह �	 �, �ह A� 
attend to and respond ,  � ���� 0�	 �=e��	 �� %ह�� �Q9	 ��ह �� ,� ��.�� ह� �� attend 

to �� ���% respond ��� ह5 ह��� ,” attend to and respond “ �� ���	  � ���#� $�ह �	 
�	 ��=' �& ��2 ����� ह5 ह�� 
 

 ��, �1��	 %�� �� �ह �ह� +�ह�	 ह1= �� :#ह8� �=� �& �ह �ह� �� 'both the Houses 

are exercised". I am saying exactly the same thing that both the Houses are 
exercised. ��, �� %�� ��=�� �	 � �ह	  ह�,�� :�	 �� ,'� %q��� ह�� �ह� +�ह�	 ह1= �� ����� 
�ह ह/Mo��� (�8 ��� �ह	 ह� � 0� ह/M�o��� ��  ��)�� �� 0� �� �� ���� ह� �ह� ह�� Both the 

Houses are equally exercised. �ह�= �� ,���B	 �	 %�� ���, �ह�= �� �N��=� ��� ��=�	 �	 
%�� ���, ��8 ��  ��� ������ ����� �	 %)/� A� � ,��B	� '>ह �=]	 �	 �% �'� �ह�= ,�� ��. 
���	  � ��.�B4 $�ह �	 �� ���� ����� +�� ,�= �� ��8 ह�:��g �	, �� exercised ह�, ��8 
ह�:��g �	 �=�� �� �� �&'� � %�� �& MoS %)/� �ह&, ��2 �1��� �) �%�� ���-�� %)/& �ह�   � ���% 
,�� '>ह �=]	 �	 �� �& � 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Let us listen to the response of the Government. 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : ��, �ह ह���� ह�, ह� � ��h\��� ��  �����iB ��  ��� �	 �� �ह�� ह� �� 12 
%�� �ह�= �� ���� ह�, 3%�� �ह�= �� �&'� � ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: They are questioning the ruling of the Chair. What is 
happening in this House? (Interruptions). Sir, you have given your ruling. 
(Interruptions). 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Narayanasamy... (Interruptions). 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Is she challenging your ruling? Three Cabinet 
Ministers are sitting here. (Interruptions). 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : ��, 0� ह/M�o��� ��  �	9� ��4  (�� ह� ? ��, 0� ह/Mo��� ��  �	9� 
��2...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� '�4�&� �� ��-��p� +�ह �ह	 ह�, �+?�	 �� %��� +�ह�� ह� ,:�� %��� 
�	��� �  

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : ��, �� �KF�	� �� �� �1= � ��, ���� �ह� ह) �� 0� ह/Mo��� ��  �	9� ��2 
��4  ह5 ह� � �ह�= �� �� +���   ह�, �ह�= 10 ��� ��  ��� , ���=  � ���� �"� +�� ���= � 
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�� ��ह� ��KL)� ( ��� �� � ) : ��,ह� �	 �= �#�4 ह�, �� ���� �& ह�, ह� 
�...(%
&��)... 

 

†ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê ŃˇŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê ŃˇŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê ŃˇŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ::::›Έ  ¢ ڈ Ä ڈ  ŗǼ Þ›Ό  ŁΉ Ńũγ΅ Śⁿ ŔΌ Þ Ńˆ  ι  ¢ ŗΌ ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ...  
 

�� �"�!�"�# : '�4�&� ��-��p� �� �ह	 ह�, %���� �+?�	 �	 �  

 �� ��� � "7C�� : ,��B	� :������� �ह���, �ह �� ��)� ��K��� �� HI� �� 
+��� ह�  � ��� �?� �=� ��M� ��  ��� 945 �� ह� ��7& �� 24 �K%�,1955 ��  ����� �& �% �ह5 
%�� ,2 A	  � ��� �� �B4� ���� '�� A�, �� :��� :I��7 ��� +�ह1='� –"There is no rule 

which provides that Ministers must be present in the House during its proceedings 
The Speaker also has no power to enforce the attendance of any particular Minister 
in the House." ...(%
&��)...�� ��� ��  ��� ,� ���	 %�� �� �	��� � ��� �	 ,��� ���  
ह),,� �	 ���	 %�� �� �	��� � ...(%
&��)... 

 �� �"�!�"�# : 0�	 %�� ���� � ...(%
&��) ... �� ���-�� ह�, '�4�&� �� ��-�3� 
�� �ह� ह� � ...(%
&��) ... 

 �� �
� )�<�� : ��, �� (�� �ह �ह� ह� ? ...(%
&��)... 

 �� ��.��. �ह	�
��	� : ��  (�� %��� +�ह�� ह�...(%
&��)... �% �ह�= %)/�� ह� �� :� 
����% �� �1� ���� ह� �...(%
&��)...  

 �� ��� � "7C�� : ��� ��� �	 �हK�� �7� � ,��� ह�� �	 ��� ह� ,A�<� ��� �	 
�हK�� �7� �  Further, it is written on page 946, "A Minister need not be present in the 

House when a Minister of State or a Deputy Minister attached to his Ministry is 
present in the House to answer for him."  

��, �ह�= N* :R� �� ह	 ह5 ह�, 0� �� ��-�� N��K� ह� +��	 ह� �  

 �� ��.��. �ह	�$
��	� : N��K� ह5 ह�2 ह� �  

 �� ��� � "7C�� : �� ��  ��	� ��� ���S � ��-�� ��H �	 ह� � ह���� '>ह �=]	 �ह�= 
�?�1� ह� � ��, 0� �� �& J�	 ��K��� �ह	 ह� � �� ह5, �� ���8 HI� �� ���� ह1= � ��, ��� 271 
��7 �	��� –"Any Minister can take down notes in the House." ��, J�� ��� �N�	��6� ह� �   

 
†Transliteration of Urdu Script. 
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��i�� �	 � �1��	 %�� �ह	 �� �% �ह�= ��2 ��-�� ह��	 ह) �� '>ह�=]	 �	 �ह�= , 

���= � ...(%
&��)... 
 

 �� �
� )�<�� : �� '=�	��� �� ह5 �� �ह� ह� � ...(%
&��)... �ह�= (�� ह�,. �� 0��� 
'=�	��� �� ह5 �� �ह� ह� �  
 

 �� ��� � "7C�� : �� ��� ��  ��� �� �	��� � ह� �)K%�  � ह� ���-�� 0X(���� ह� � 
��� :� �� �& ��2 ��iB �� �ह� ह)  � '>ह �=]	 �	 ��� �ह�= �� :/��� ,�� ह� �� �ह�= �	  �ह	 
���� ह� ���� ह) �� (�� %�� ह) �� �� 0K ���L� ��-� ��  ��iB �� 9�<�� �ह�= ,�� �� �ह� ह� � 
�ह�= MoS N��&� ह�, �ह�= �	 –�	 �) �%�� ���-�� N��&� ह)  � ह� �ह -�h� �� +���  ह� �� 0��� 
:R� '>ह �=]	 �	 �&'�� 
 

 ,�7�	 %��, �% ,��	 ,�=�	 �� H$�' , '2  �� ��-�� N��K� ह�	 +��ह�, 
�) �%�� ���-�� N��&� ह),:���  %�� 0� N��� ��  N* :/�� /	� ह5 ह� �  

 0���� ���	 ,��� N�A4� ह) �� �ह �� 0K���u� ��i� ह), �=�	�� ��i� ह), ��� �� ह� 
�% ��' $+��� ह�  � ह� �% ��' ���� �	 घ�� �	 �Z�4� ���� ह� � ह� +�ह�� ह� �� ��� ���S 
��-�� ��  ��� �	���� ह) �� �ह 0� �� ��-�� N��K� ��&  � ह� :��� ���% ��� ��  ��� 
�S� ह� �  
 

 �� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : ��, �=]	 �ह��� � 1955 �� :I��7 ���� ह�, 1955�	 
...(%
&��)... 
 

 �� ��� � "7C�� : �	��v ����� �ह�������� �	, �� ,��	 �2 घ��@=  � �2 
�N�	�&6� �� :I��7 ...(%
&��)... 
 

 �� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : �� ��� +�� ह� ��0� ...(%
&��)... :������� �ह���, 
:������� �ह���...(%
&��)... 
 

 �� �"�!�"�# : �	 ह�=, %����, �� �1 �ह� ह1= �  
 

 �� ��� � "7C�� : ��,(�� ,��	 H$�' ��� ��  %�� �	 ���*�� H� �� 0� �� �� 
��� 7+4 ���� ���'� �� ���� �	 घ�� �� ++W �	 N��K� ह�'	 ...(%
&��) ... �% ,��	 
H$�' ह� '2 ह�...(%
&��)... 
 

 �� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : ��, �� ...(%
&��)... 
 

 �� �"�!�"�# : ��� ,� %)�/�,��� %)�/� ...(%
&��)... Mr.Ahluwalia, please sit 

down, ...(Intenvptions) ��.� J�� �' �ह� ह) �� ...(%
&��)... %)�/� ...(%
&��)...  
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�� ��.��. �ह	�
��	� : ��, ��,�� H$�' ...(%
&��)... ,� �� �	 H$�' J�	 %��0� 
����� :I��7 ह�, ह� �� 32 ��'8 �	 >�=� हZ�� ह�2 ह�  � :���  %�� +��� �� J�	 H$�' 
,2 ह� ...(%
&��)... ,� �� J�	 H$�' �q�� %�� �	��� ...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# :     Mr. Ahluwalia, I am on my legs. Please sit down 

...(Interruptions)... ,� %)�/� ...(%
&��)... 

�� ��.��. �ह	�
��	� : 32 ��'8 �	 हZ�� ह�2 ह�  � J�	 H$�' ����	 ह� ...(%
&��) 
...  

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� %)�/� ...(%
&��)... 

�) ����� ��9 : �ह �� +��� ह	 H$�' �� ह� ...(%
&��) ... 

�� �"�!�"�# : �� ,��� �ह	 %��� +�ह�� ह1= �� �� H$�' �� +��� ह1= ...(%
&��)...�� 
H$�' �� +��� ह1= �� 0� �� ��-�� ��H ह�� +�ह� ...(%
&��) ... ,� ��-�� ह5 �� 
�ह� ह� ...(%
&��) ... ,� ��-�� ह	 �� �ह� ह�, N��	��4 �& �� �ह� ह� �  

�� ��. ��. �ह	�
��	� : ,� J�	 H$�' ��7�0�...(%
&��) ... 32 ��'8 �	 >�=� हZ�� 
ह�2 ह� ...(%
&��) ... 

THE MINISTER OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS AND THE MINISTER OF 

INFORMATION AND BROADCASTING (SHRI PRIYARANJAN DASMUNSI): 

May, I through, you,...(Interruptions) May I, through you, submit to the respected 

Opposition? (Interruptions) As I understand, in the morning, both the Houses 

were seized with the priority item of Doda The main issue is that the Opposition 

wants to discuss Doda in depth ..(Interruptions) 

�� ��� � "7C�� : ��� ��2 , �% �� �� �	��� �  

�� �"�!�" �# : ��o����&��	 �"���4 ���-�� �� �	 ह5 ���'&, �%  � (�� �� ���� ह� ? 

SHRI PRIYARANJAN DASMUNSI: ...and they want to know the 

Government's response and the future course of action. Now, is it that we are 

interested to discuss Doda or is it that we are more concerned to find out how 

many Ministers would be present here? (Interruptions) 

�� ��.��. �ह	�
��	� : ��, �� ...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�#  : �% ��o����&��	 �"� ��4 ���-�� �� ह5 ��&'� , �% ���� 
��&'�...(%
&��)... ,� %)�/� ...(%
&��)... ��o����&��	 �"� ��4 ���-�� %�� �� �ह& ह�  � 
,� ��� ह5 +�ह��, �ह (�� %�� ह�...(%
&��)... 
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�� �
� )�<�� : ह� �� :#ह& ��� +�ह�� ह�, ���� �� ह���	 %�� �	 �� ��& �  

�� �"�!�"�# : ������ �	 , N��	�� ह�....(%
&��)...ह5 �ह %�� �%I�� � �ह	 ह5 ह� 
...(%
&��)... ,� %)�/�, ,� %)�/� ...(%
&��) .... 

SHRI PRIYARANJAN DASMUNSI: I hope Jaswant Singhji will appreciate.. 

Interruptions) 

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� %����, %���� �  

�� �
� )�<�� : 32 ��' ��� ��1 ��  �ह� ���� '�, ह� ��� +�ह�� ह� ...(%
&��)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� �	9� ��0�, ...(%
&��)... ,� ��	 �	� �� %�� �	��� ...(%
&��)... ,� 
��	 �	� �� %�� �	��� ...(%
&��) ,� ��	 �	� �� %�� �	��� ...(%
&��)... �ह ���3�4 �� 
ह5 �� �ह� ह�...(%
&��) ... ,� %�� (�8 �� �ह� ह� ...(%
&��)... ,� ��	 �	� �� ��0� 
...(%
&��)...  

�� ��.��. �ह	�
��	� :* 

�� �
� )�<�� : * 

�� �"�!�"�# : ��o����&��	 �"� ��4 ���-�� %�� �ह�  ह� ...(%
&��)... 

�� ������ ��� ����� : ��, ���� ��  �=%=M �& �1�� ह�:� 0�� �=����	� ह) �� ह�:� ++W 
...(%
&��) ... ��H ��� ��  ��� �)��� ह�...(%
&��)... 0=���� �& ह� �� �ह (�� %��&  � ह���	 
�)���	 (�� ह8 ...(%
&��)... ���� ��, ��.� �'�� ह)�� ����	� %ह� ह5 +�ह�	 ह� �� ��-�� ��  
���� �& -\)'� ��� +�ह�� ह� �� �� �%I�� � '�� ह�...(%
&��) ... �'� ,��� ���� ��  ��� 
�ह���1�� ह� ...(%
&��)...�'� ,��� ���� ��  ��� �ह���1�� ह�, �% ���=� %ह� �	��� 
...(%
&��)...  � �'� �ह���1�� ह5 ह�, �% ह='��� ���� ��ह�, That is all ...(%
&��) ...  

�� . ��� � 
 !����� (�$ह�� ) : :������� �	 ,0�� ��%�� �& ��2 0=���-� ह5 ह� � ���� ��  %��� �& 
�� �� �� घ�<���	 ,�1= %ह� �ह& ह� � �� ���	 �	 �� ����M �H= '� �� �� ��%�� ��H ��& �...(%
&��) 
... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ���7�, �� H$�' �� +��� ह1=, ��%�� ��H ह� +��	 ह� � �'� ��%�� �& ��o������ 
��� ह) �� everybody can participate. The important thing is whether we are 

discussing Doda or we are discussing only the procedure.  
 
*Not recorded. 
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...(Interruptions)... Everybody says it is a serious discussion. Now, nobody wants to 

discuss it   ..(Interruptions) 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA They do not know what has happened in Doda. 

You bring the Minister who has gone to Doda    (Interruptions) Nobody has 

gone to Doda ... (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Yashwant Sinhaji...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: He does not have the time to go to Doda. This is 

the kind of attitude that you have; you are playing with human lives. 

...(Interruptions)... 

�� ���)�� ���
�	 : �	 ��=�� ��#ह� � �ह ��=' �	 ह� �� :� ���-�� �� ���� ��� 
�� ���� '� A� � �% ह� �ह �*��� �� �ह� ह� �� ,��	 ��%�� �� ���% �ह5 �&'�  �� ���� �	 
'� A�  � ह�� ���-�� �	 ह� � �"� (�� ��(�� ह) 0�� ��-�� ���� �& � ...(%
&��)... 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : �% ����� ��	 ह/Mo��� �� ...(%
&��).... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You see, you have made your point. The 

Government has replied. I have given the ruling that the discussion should 

start. When the discussion has started, it is not very important becuasethe 

Minister.. .(Interruptions).. ���-�� �� N��� ह��, (�8�� every word is recorded 

here. The Minister will look into.  ..(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, that being the case, only those Members 

who have visited Doda should speak in the House. 

SHRI PRIYARANJAN DASMUNSI: If they are interested just in disruption, 

we have nothing to say. If they are for business, let them start. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, they are not interested in discussion. They are 

treating the matter very lightly. They do not want to have a discussion. They are 

not interested in any discussion. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Yes. I have said if you are interested in the debate, 

let us start it. These are only procedural matters — which Minister should be 

present and which Minister should not be present. It is not possible. 

...(Interruptions)... 

�� #���) ��
� ( �ह���HI ) : �ह %	.��.�	 �� ���� ह5 ह� �...(%
&��) ...

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record. ...(Interruptions)... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ,� ����� ह5 ��� +�ह�� ह� ? ...(%
&��) ...�ह �H�	 ह5 ह� � 
...(%
&��)... (�� ,� ���� �� ����� ह5 ��� +�ह�� ह� ? ...(%
&��)... ��.�B4 $�ह � 
...(%
&��)...Now, I am calling the names of the speakers who have given their names, 

if you are not interested. ...(Interruptions)... Dr. Karan Singh. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE: Sir, it is very important issue. 

...(Interruptions)... 

�� ���ह� ��L�)� : ��F�	 +����) ��ह%, �� ���� �& ह�, ह), �ह ���� �ह#�1-����8 ��  ��� 
��4 �	 %�� ह� � ...(%
&��)  ... ,� ���� �& ���� �ह#�1-����8 �� �Z� ह� �ह� ह) � ...(%
&��)... 
�� �ह� +�ह�� ह1= �� ...(%
&��) ...�ह �� �� ���	 M�4  � ���� �� ���� ह5 ह� �...(%
&��) 
...��9�� 16 ��� �� ,2��,2,���-�� ����� �� �ह� ह� �� �ह#�1-�� ��  ...(%
&��)... ���� 
�� �*�	� �	 ��� �� %M�2 ��� +�ह�� ह1= �� :#ह8� ,�=���� ��  �7��" ��� ��ह �� 
�ह#�1-�� �� ��A ���� ह� , �ह ���%� – � ���	" ह� � ...(%
&��) ... ह� �K�1 –�*�	� ��  ���� 
�� ���� ���� ह� � ...(%
&��) ... �ह�= �� w����� � :�	 �����8 �� �����% ह5 ह�� ���� / 
...(%
&��) ... ,� �� ��' ... (%
&��)... �� ,�=������8 ��  �ह��� ह� / ...(%
&��) ... �� ��' 
,�=������� �	 ��� �� �ह� ह� , 0���� �ह#�1 –��X-�� �� ���� %��� ह� ...(%
&��)... ��, 
...(%
&��)...��, ,� �� �*�	� �& ह� �ह� ह� � ...(%
&��) ... �� �ह� +�ह�� ह1= ����� �� �	 
...(%
&��)... �K�1 –�*�	� �	 ����� �� ...(%
&��) ...���g� �� ���� ��� ��  ���, 
�ह#�1-�� �	 ���� �� %��� �7� ह�'� � ...(%
&��) ... �ह +�ह� �*�	� ह�, +�ह& '����� ह� 
 � +�ह� ...(%
&��)... M�4 ��  �� �� ��'8 �� ��<� �	 ����� �	 ���	 ह�� ...(%
&��) ... �='� 
������ ���� ह� �� �ह ,�=������8 �	 �ह���� ��� ��  ��� ...(%
&��)... 0� ��ह �� 
,�=������8 �	 �ह���� ह5 ह� ���	 �...(%
&��) .. �� �ह� +�ह�� ह1= ...(%
&��)... �� 0� �� 
���	��  ��&, �='� �� ���	�� ��� ,�=������8 �	 �ह���� ��� ह� � ...(%
&��)... �ह �� 
���	�� ह� �ह	 ह), �ह �� �� �ह� ह�, �� ,�=������8 �	 �ह���� �� �ह� ह� �...(%
&��)... 0���� 
:���  D�� 2�����	 �� %ह� ह�� �	��� �...(%
&��)...  
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 ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ""""ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢:":":":" Ç Ä Þ ι  ¢ ŗΌ ›Έ Ç ڈ Ä ڈ  ŗǼ Þ ķǾ Ķ¯ ‹Έ  źǽ Е ڈ 

 ╒ Ã ŗδΉ ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ  Í ̄  Ķˆ ι ¥ Ķſ А Á Ńˇ  śŻ· ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ... Ã ŗδΉ ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ  Í ̄  Ķˆ ›Έ È ڈ Ä ڈ ¨ ¡

 ι  ĶΌ ̄   ŗΌ œŢ΄  ĶΟ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ›Έ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  ĶΟ Ѓ ĶǼ  ̄  Ä ¢ Á ŃΊ ¬ Śũ΅ À ŗδ΅ ÑΎ

 ø ι ›ω À ¢ ŗˆ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  śŵŹѓĉĎ ¡  śˆ  À Ķˆ   Ñ΅  ι  ĶΌ ̄   Ń΅ ňˇ ŗ΅ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ ÞЈ ¡ Ňά ¢ Ј

  ╒ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ...ŵǿ ¢ ŀΈĹ ... őŷƒ ¡  śΉ  Ã ŗω ¢ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷΎ ¬ Ј ĶΊ ŀſ  ŗ΅  ĶŢŷǼ А  ↨ŶŪ΅ ›Έ ŕųź·

 ι ŏά ŃůΨ œſ Ķ΄ Ç Ä Þ ι  ĶΎ ¬ ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ  śˆ  ª Ń˙ ŇǼ » ύǿ  ╒  ¬ ¢ Ä...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ  ...

›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ Á ύˆ  ŗ΅ Á ¢ ŗ˜  ╒  ↨ŶŪ΅  Ä Ã ŗŶǼ ŔΌ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  ŗ΅ Ã ŗˇ ± Ķˆ А Â ¢  śΉ  Á ¢ ŗ˜  ╒ Ã ĶΌ Ä

  ĶΎ ¬  śΉ  ŗΌ ›ω £ ĶźΈ ĶΟ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...¿ ŗ·  ŗǼ ¨ ¡...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ... őΏ ĶŸˆ  ╒ Ã ŗά  ¬ ¢ Ä őŷƒ ¡ Ç Ä

›Ό...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  śƒ  Ķŷſ À ¢ ŗˆ  ĶΟ ŔŵũΈ  Ä ŀŷΌ  śŻ· ³ ¢Þ›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅  ¬ ŀΈ А Ã ŗά ¬ ¢ Ä őŷƒ ¡ ¿ ŗ· Ç Ä

›Ό...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  Ńˆ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ... ι  ĶΌ ̄   ŗΌ ›Έ  ↨ŶŪ΅  ŗǼ ¨ ¡ Þ Ńˆ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  ĶŷŸ΅ ›Έ

 Śⁿ  śˆ   ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ ... ŀΈĹŵǿ ¢ ...Śⁿ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А  ↨ŶŪ΅  Ä Ã ŗŶǼ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  ŗ΅ ´ ± Ķˆ

  ĶΡ ŗΌ  ĶŷŹ΅ ̄   śΏ  Ķŷſ  ŗ΅  ĶŢųΎ ¢ А Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ Þ śŻ·  ╒  śΉ  Ń΅ Á ĶΟ ĶΉ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ... Þ ŗΌ  ↨ŶŪ΅  ι Ķǽ Ç Ä

 ι Ķǽ  ̄  Ä ¢  ŗΌ ¥ ¢ ŃťΆ  ι Ķǽ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ... Ѓ ĶǼ А ňˇ ŗ΅ А  śΉ  ° ŗΨ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  Ń Á ĶΉ  ╒ Á ŃΊ ¬

 ι...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...Ό  śƒ  ĶǼ  śΏ  ¢ Ä Ń΅  śŴΉ ¬  ╒  śΉ  Ń΅  ĶŢΏ ĶŸˆ А Ã ŗά ¬ ¢ Ä őŷƒ ¡ Ç Ä  ŗΨ Þ›

 śŻ·...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...Дųˆ  ŗΌ ›ω  ĶŢΏ ĶŸˆ А Ã ŗά ¬ ¢ Ä őŷƒ ¡  śˆ  ª Ń˙ ³ ¢...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  ĶŷŸ΅ ›Έ

 Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ... А Ã ŗά ¬ ¢ Ä őŷƒ ¡  ĶΉ Ń΅ ДźŷǼ ¢ ̄   Ń Ã ŗŴΉ ¬ ÞŖΎ Ń΅ ÑΉ ДźŷǼ ¢ ̄   Ń ³ ¢ Ç Ä

  ι  ĶΉ Ń΅  ĶŢΏ ĶŸˆ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  ŗΌ ДźŷǼ ¢ ̄   ŗǼ ÑΎ А Ã ŗά ¬ ¢ Ä őŷƒ ¡ ÑΎ Þ›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅  ŗǼ ÑΎ  ι ŚΌ ̄

›Ό  ĶΌ ̄   Ń΅  ĶŢΏ ĶŸˆ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  śΉ  ŗΌ Ļя  śˆ  Ê ̄  ¢ ŀΉ ĶŶΎ ¢  Ń Ä ¢  ╒ ³ ¢  śŻ· ³ ¢

 śŻΜΎ ¬...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ... 

†[ ]Translation of Urdu Script 
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�� �"�!�"�# :   The Government wants that the discussion should go on ���4 �	 ह5 
��� �� �ह� ह� � ...(%
&��)... �% ,� ����� ��0�� � ...(%
&��)... �ह �����4 �& ह5 �� �ह� ह� 
,J�� %��� �� (�� "���� ह� ? ...(%
&��)... 

�� ���ह� ��KL)� : �*�	� ��  ���� �� ����� ह5 ह� ���� ह� �...(%
&��)... �*�	� ��  
���� �� �ह#�1-�� �� ह� ������ ��	 �� ��� ��  ��� �)��� ह) �...(%
&��) ... 

†ŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê ŃˇŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê ŃˇŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê ŃˇŚŲά ŀ¯  ŀΌ Ķˇ Ê Ńˇ:::: ι  ĶŢųˆ  ŗΌ ›ω Ñˆ Ä Ńⁿ  Ń À ¢ ŗˆ  ╒  ↨ŶŪ΅ ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ...  Ń À ¢ ŗˆ  ╒  ↨ŶŪ΅
  ι  ̄  Ķźƒ  śŻ·  ╒  śŷ∆ ¬ Â ĶǼ З ¢ Â ĶŶŵũΈ  ŃΌ  ĶΟ Â ĶŢˆ ŀŷΌ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ... 

�� �"�!�"�# : �% ,��� ��iB ह� '�� � ...(%
&��)... 

SHRI PRASANT CHATTERJEE: Sir, my party strongly condemns the Doda 
killings. ...(Interruptions)... This is a heinous crime. ... (Interruptions)... We 
vehemently condemn this terrorist attack. ...(Interrutpions)... 

MR.  DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The hon. Member is speaking. (Interrutpions). ,� (�� 
�ह� +�ह�� ह� ? (Interrutpions)... 

SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE: Sir, a few years back, in Kashmir he had said 
...(Interrutpions)... In that attack, he narrowly escaped. ...(Interrutpions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Everything is going on record. The Minister will read it, 
come and reply. ...(Interrutpions)... The Chair has given its ruling. The discussion 
has started. ...(Interrutpions)... The discussion has started. 

SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE: The terrorists killed innocent people there 
...(Interrutpions)... 

MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The House is adjourned till 2.30 p.m. 

The House adjourned at thirty-one minutes past one of the clock. 

The House re-assembled at thirty minutes past two of the clock, 

[MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair] 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : :������� �	, �)���� ��� ��9�	 %�� �ह �ह� A� �� ,� ����� 
�� ��ह� �� ����� ह/M�x  %�  � �ह�= �� ��"	 %ह� ह� +��	 ह� � :� %ह� �& ��	� '>ह 
�=]	 �'��� %)/� �ह� ह� � ह���� �ह�= �	 ++W �	 ��H,� ���� ��  ��� ��	� '>ह �=]	 ,  ���=  � 
++W ��H ������ �� – �yह= �� %	� ���  �� ��iB �� �&  � :���  %�� ,��   

†[] Translation of Urdu Script. 
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��-�3#� �� �&, ���� 0� �� �� ���� ह� �ह� ह), �ह �� %�� –%�� �ह5 ह1= ...(%
&��)...  � 
�=��	� ���4 �=]	 , �� ��k� ��� ��  ह�, +��ह� �� �ह �� �� �=��	� ���4 �=]	 -��= ���� �ह& �� 
���� �� �& �	 ,@ � ...(%
&��)... ��, '>ह �=]	 0� �� ��  ��-� ह� � ...(%
&��)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The House is adjourned till 3.00 p.m. 

The House then adjourned at thirty-two minutes past two 

of the clock. 

The House reassembled at two minutes past three of the clock, 

[MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair] 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, the discussion on Doda is going on 

in the other House. In the meantime, there is another important business. The 

Delhi Laws Bill, it has been decided that first we will take up The Delhi Laws Bill. 

Immediately after the disucssion is over, we will take up Doda here. 

�� �
� )�<�� : �ह �� %<� �A4 ह� ���'� �...(%
&��)... 
SHRIMATI SUSHMA SWARAJ: Why, Sir. 

DR MURLI MANOHAR JOSHI: What is going on there? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The discussion is going on in the other House. 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : ��,�ह %�� �& ����� �� �&'� ,� 3.45 �� ����4 �� �	��� � 
...(%
&��)... �% �� , ह	 ���='� �� ह� ���'� �...(%
&��)... 

SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY The Home Minister will come soon after the... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: One minute. We were finding out the availability 

of the hon. Minister for Urban Development. It was first decided that we would take up 

The Delhi Laws Bill. So he was not available. So we thought that... 

DR. MURLI MANOHAR JOSHI: That was not the issue.  

MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No, it was the issue. ���7� +)K%� �& �� 9 ����� ह�, A� 
� ...(%
&��)... 

DR. MURLI MANOHAR JOSHI: That was not the issue. The issue is that the 

hon. Minister for Home or Defence or the hon. Prime Minister was 
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requested to be here during the discussion and we were waiting for all that. This 

whole adjournment business since morning has been because of that. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You are right ��	 �ह �� ह�, A�, 0�	��� ह� %�� –%�� 
����4�&� �� �ह& ह) �� �� 9 ��I��� ���� � �ह�= ��� ��� �& ����� �1�� ह�� �� ह� 0���  
%�� ह�� ���-�� ��ह% �ह�= , ���='� � �� �ह�= �� z	  ह� ���='� � ��I �	 �� �%� �	 ��L#� ह� � 
�% ह� �ह �%� �� ���� ह� � �'� ह�:� �	 ���ह ह) ��...(%
&��)... 

�� P��  	�	 ��� 	
�	 (�; �� � ) : ����4 �� �	��� ...(%
&��)... 

��.���	� ���ह� ���� : �% �� ��  ��� ����4 �� �	��� � ... (%
&��)... 

�� ��2�� 9
��� : ��I�	 �� �%� �	 ,� ह	 ��� ह�� ह� � :��� ह� ह���  �& ��� �� �ह� ह� 
� 0���  ��� +�ह& ह�& 12 %�� �� %)/� �<�, ह� ��I�	 �%� �� ��� ����  ह	 :/&'� � �� �� �ह ह� 
���� ह) �� �)�� ह	 ह�� ���-�� ��ह% ,�� ह� , ह� ���� �	 ++W ��H ����  %�� �& �1�	 �� �&'� 
�� �)�� ,� �ह�� ह� � 

SHRI V. NARAYANSAMY: On the one side they want the Home Minister here and 

on the other side they do not want a discussion. This is the attitude when the 

Minister is here? I would like to know... 

�� �"�!�"�# : ��-�� ����B���	 �	, ह�D� +��� ��  ��� �� 9 ����� ह��� ह� , +)K%� 
�& ����� ह��� ह� � Then we will have to abide by that, otherwise, it will be very 

difficult. 

���#� ��2�� 9
��� : ��, �ह�� ह� ��I�	 �� ����� �� ���� ह� � 

GOVERNMENT BILLS 

The Delhi Laws (Special Provision) Bill, 2006 

THE MINISTER OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT (SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY): 

Sir, I beg to move: 

That the Bill to make special provisions for the. areas of Delhi for a period of 

one year and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto, as passed 

by Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration. 

Mr. Deputy chairman, Sir, as the hon. Members are aware, the large 

immigration of people from all over the country over the years into the National 

Capital Territory of Delhi has resulted in a huge growth in demand for residential and 

commercial space as envisaged in the master plan, 
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